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Abstract

Analyses of polymetallic nodules from the central south Pacific and from the underlying sediments indicate that nodule abundance is at least partly related to the degree of carbonate dissolution, which, itself, is strongly influenced by the flow of the Antarctic Bottom Water. The greatest nodule abundance is generally encountered in a 300 to 400 meter thick water layer situated between the lysocline and the calcite compensation depth levels. This range of depth is the first and main controlling factor of abundance. Inside this range, the bathymetry represents a secondary factor influencing both abundance and grade. Some correlations appear locally between nodule grade and abundance. Nodule grade seems to be generally related to the bottom morphology. Ni, Cu and Mn grades are positively correlated and are highest in topographic lows. On the contrary, Co and Cu are negatively correlated and Co presents higher grade on topographic highs.

Introduction

Recent studies undertaken by the Centre National pour l'Exploitation des Océans (Pautot and Hoffert, 1974; Pautot and Melguen, 1975; Pautot and Melguen, 1976) have stressed the importance of the environment of polymetallic nodules in the Central South Pacific.
Structural Framework of the Studied Area

The Tuamotu Archipelago (Fig. 1) bound in the North by the Marquesas fracture zone, has been mapped in a general way by Menard (1964), Mammerickx et al. (1975) and in more detail by Monti and Pautot (1974). The Marquesas fracture zone (Fig. 1) was described by Menard (1964) and mapped by Mammerickx et al. (1972). The Marquesas Islands Archipelago (Fig. 1), composed of a modern (Plio-Pleistocene) volcanic mass (Duncan and McDougall, 1974), is about 500 km long and is oriented NW-SE. The Society Islands Archipelago is part of a complex similar in size to the Marquesas Archipelago and with a trend which is nearly parallel.

The Tiki and the Tapu Basins (Figs. 2, 3) respectively situated to the south and west of the Marquesas Islands, correspond to two large depressions (water depth respectively greater than 4000 m and 5000 m) with respect to the average water depth in the studied area.

The Austral-Cook Archipelago (Fig. 4) extending from the Cook Islands to the Tubuai Islands, is oriented in the same direction as the Tuamotu Archipelago and is cut by Austral-Mururoa Fracture zone.

Fig. 1. Schematic map from the Tuamotu-Marquesas area after bathymetric maps from Monti and Pautot (1974). Areas with different depths levels are represented by different symbols. 1: tracks from O.V. Le Noroit during Transpac I cruise. 2: erosion features determined on seismic profiles. KS: position of gravity cores. Big arrows and dotted arrows represent hypothetical flow of AABW (Antarctic Bottom Water).
The Aitutaki Area (Fig. 4, 5), situated between the western end of the Southern Cook Islands and the Manihiki Plateau, has been mapped by Mammerickx et al. (1975). A deep channel in this area was named Aitutaki Passage by Pautot and Melguen (1976) after the name of the nearest island.

The Tonga Area (Fig. 5), is located east of the Tonga trench and south of 20° S. Water depth is in general greater than 4500 m.

**Objectives**

The purpose of this study is to examine our previous hypothesis (Pautot and Melguen, 1976) that the nodule distribution is closely linked to the distribution of the Antarctic Bottom Water and, therefore, to the hydrographic lysocline level as defined by Peterson (1966) and later discussed by Heath and Culberson (1970), Edmond (1971) and Berger (1974).

*New data concerning the environment, distribution and composition of the nodules in the Central South Pacific have now been kindly made available to us by the CNEXO/SLN group\(^1\) and AFERNOD\(^2\).*
Fig. 3. Bathymetry of the Tapu Basin (after Monti and Pautot, 1974).

We also received samples (nodules and sediments) from the ORSTOM\(^3\) Noumea team. The new data, associated with older results obtained during CNEXO/COB\(^4\) cruises TRANSPAC I (Panama-Tahiti) and TRANSPAC II (Mururoa-Calla), have allowed us to further test our previous hypothesis and to study the importance of bottom topography on nodule abundance and grade.

Present South Pacific Patterns

Antarctic Bottom Water Circulation

The course of the Antarctic Bottom Water in the South Pacific has been described, at least partially, by Wooster and Volkman (1960) and more recently by Reid et al. (1968), Edmond et al. (1971), Johnson (1972), Hollister et al. (1974).

---

1 Group: Centre National pour l'Exploitation des Océans/Société Le Nickel.
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3 Office de la Recherche Scientifique des Territoires d'Outre-Mer.
4 Centre Océanologique de Bretagne.
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Fig. 4. General map of the whole studied area. Dashed areas are shallower than 2600 fathoms. Dark arrows are representing well-known flow of AABW. White arrows are representing the hypothetical secondary flow of AABW to the East.

The Antarctic Bottom Water AABW enters the Pacific south of Tasmania and crosses the Pacific Rise by way of fracture zones and basins at depths greater than 4000 m. From the Tonga-Kermadec trench, it flows into the Samoan Basin (Fig. 4) and then into the North Pacific through the Samoan Passage (Reid and Lonsdale, 1974). However, all the AABW reaching the Samoan Basin does not flow through the Samoan Passage. The Aitutaki Passage is a second passage (Pautot and Melguen, 1976) that may permit a branch of the Antarctic Bottom Current to reach the Penrhyn Basin and also the Marquesas fracture zone and extend into the Tiki and Tapu Basins (Fig. 4). Abundant erosional structures have been revealed by bathymetric and geophysical observations along different profiles (Fig. 6) crossing the Marquesas fracture zone area. Erosional channels, in sedimentary strata, cut by near-bottom currents, are common all along the fracture zone (Pautot and Melguen, 1976), but only in water depths greater than 4000 m.
Fig. 5. Map of the Cook-Manihiki area (after Mammerickx et al., 1975). Aitutaki and Tonga areas are two of the areas studied in this paper.

No current measurements are available in the Aitutaki Passage, but a bottom water potential temperature measurement (1.08°C; Wooster and Volkman, 1960) is close to the temperature (0.8°C) (Craig et al., 1972) of the Antarctic Bottom Water flowing through the South West Pacific Basin. According to Craig et al. (1972), the temperature of the AABW varies between 0.6°C in its deepest part to approximately 1°C at its upper limit (Fig. 7). The upper limit is not always well defined because of the presence of a transition layer (600 m thick) separating the AABW, also called Pacific Bottom Water (PBW), from the shallower Pacific Deep Water (PDW). The upper surface (3330 m) of the transition layer, which is defined by the upper inflection point (Fig. 7) is called the "benthic front" and may correspond to the "depth of no motion" between the water masses.

The AABW is one degree colder, much more oxygenated, and consequently much more aggressive with respect to calcium carbonate than the PDW. Near-bottom potential temperature of 0.83°C measured at 5500 m water depth (Reid and Lonsdale, 1974) in the Penrhyn Basin must reflect the flow of PBW in that basin. This is in accordance with the observations of Wong (1972) who suggested the presence of
Fig. 6. Seismic profiles carried out during TRANSPAC I cruise along Marquesas Fracture Zone. Position of the tracks are drawn on Fig. 1. 1. Axis of the Fracture zone. 2. Deep erosional sedimentary features. 3. Slump sedimentary features. 4. Position of track line representing 3000 m isobath. 5. 4000 m isobath. 6. Sedimentary cover. 7. Acoustic substratum. 8. Location of gravity cores.

the AABW in the Penrhyn Basin, and between the Galapagos and the Marquesas fracture zones (from 5° to 10° S and up to 130° W). The Tapu Basin (west of the Marquesas Islands and south of the Galapagos Fracture Zone) can be reached by this flow because the Line Islands do not constitute a continuous barrier.

The Marquesas Fracture Zone is represented by a deep channel as far as the southernmost part of the Marquesas Islands. An incursion of the AABW along the Marquesas Fracture Zone and then in the Tiki Basin is thus possible.

Hydrologic measurements were made during the TRANSPAC cruises. In the Marquesas Fracture Zone we did not obtain bottom (5000 m) temperature measurements, but at 3800 m depth the potential temperature was 1.68° C whereas in the neighborhood the bottom temperature is constant around 1.79° C. This value is not a final argument for the presence of the AABW, but according to the observations of Craig et al. (1972), it very probably reflects the presence, at this depth, of the "transition layer" in the Marquesas Fracture Zone.
Fig. 7. Depth of the benthic front and of the transition layer separating the Pacific Bottom Water (PBW) from the Pacific Deep Water (PDW). Tp: temperature; S: salinity; O₂: oxygen content. After Craig et al. (1972).

Sedimentary Facies Sampling and Analytical Methods

Surface sediments and nodules were collected by means of free-fall grabs. Subsurface sediments were sampled by piston-cores. Sample and core location and depth are given in Appendix Table 1.

A visual examination of the samples and cores was first done using the Munsell color chart. We then studied the sediment composition (including CaCO₃ content) and texture by means of smear slides. The Terry and Chilingar (1955) chart was used for estimating the components' frequency. Results of the microscope analysis are given in Appendix Table 2. Sedimentary facies were characterized according to the DSDP classification (Bolli et al., 1978, p. 27-28) which has been slightly modified. Four groups (< 10%, 10-30%, 30-60%, and > 60%) of components' frequencies were considered for siliceous as well as calcareous particles. According to these divisions five lithologic types were considered (see lithologic classification next page).

If nannoplankton is the dominant species in a calcareous ooze, the facies will be called a foram/nanno ooze. The second term is the dominant one. For minor, but very significant components, such as zeolites, hydroxides or volcanic glass, two specific terms were used:
- "bearing", which means containing from 5 to 10%,
- "rich", which means containing from 10 to 20%.
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Lithologic classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% biogenic siliceous particles</th>
<th>Lithologic type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 10 %</td>
<td>(Pelagic clay to siliceous debris-bearing pelagic clay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 30 %</td>
<td>Siliceous mud.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% biogenic calcareous particles</th>
<th>Lithologic type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 10 %</td>
<td>(Pelagic clay to carbonate debris-bearing pelagic clay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 30 %</td>
<td>Calcareous mud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 60 %</td>
<td>Calcareous ooze.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Age determinations (partly done by C. Müller) were based on calcareous nannoplankton associations, in reference to the associations described by Martini (1971). Much of the sediment was however devoid of calcareous nannofossils. A detailed analysis of the mineralogy, metal content and carbonate content of the surface sediments of the Tiki Basin was done at the Institut de Géologie de Strasbourg (Hoffert et al., internal report, 1978).

Sedimentary Facies Distribution

In the Tuamotu Archipelago-Marquesas Islands area piston-cores were taken along five profiles crossing the Marquesas fracture zone (Figs. 1, 6, 8, Appendix Table 1). Figure 8 gives an example of all the types of sedimentary facies encountered along the N-S profile going from the Tuamotu Archipelago to the North of the Marquesas Fracture Zone. Three major types of sediments were encountered: calcareous turbidites, calcareous mud/nanno ooze and pelagic clay.

Calcareous turbidites are frequent at the base of the Tuamotu Archipelago (cores KS 11 and 12; Appendix Table 2; Fig. 8) as well as at the base of the Marquesas Islands (ex. core KS 18, Appendix Table 2). They are characterized by a high carbonate content (> 60%) abundant and well preserved planktonic foraminifera associated with calcareous algae despite the relatively great (2594-3650 m) water depth. These sediments do not contain metal hydroxides.

The association calcareous mud-nanno ooze is present in core KS 13, as well as in core KS 17 (Appendix Table 2; Figs. 1, 8). The Pleistocene calcareous mud is separated from the Oligocene ooze by a hiatus. Nannoplankton (< 30%) and planktonic foraminifera (< 5%) in surface sediments of these cores, respectively taken at 4350 and 4125 m water depth, indicates that the CCD on the edge of the Tiki Basin is much deeper than 4350 m.

Pelagic clays are the most common facies throughout the studied area (cores KS 15 and KS 16; Appendix Table 2, Fig. 8). They are
Fig. 8. Facies distribution along five piston-cores taken along a profile (Fig. 1) going from the Tuamotu Archipelago to the N-NW. The different facies types encountered throughout the studied area are present along these cores.

extremely homogeneous and rich in hydroxides (< 20%) and zeolites (< 25%). The lack of CaCO₃ in surface sediments of core KS 15 (taken at 5029 m water depth) and the presence of 2% of CaCO₃ in core KS 16 (taken at 4725 m water depth) allows us to assume that the CCD here is shallower than 5000 m but very close to 4800 m.

In the Tiki Basin (Figs. 1, 2) surface sediment characteristics (such as CaCO₃ content, sand fraction content, Si, Fe, Mn content) have been tentatively mapped by Hoffert et al. (1978, internal report). Calcium carbonate is abundant (> 60%) on topographic highs (water depth > 4200 m) adjacent to the Marquesas fracture zone. Even in the deepest part (> 4300 m) of the basin, sediments still contain from 10 to 30% of CaCO₃. Therefore, as previously mentioned, the CCD in the Tiki Basin as well as around the Tuamotu Islands is much deeper than 4300 m and probably close to 4500 m, as indicated by the cores taken in the Tiki Basin (Fig. 2, Appendix Table 1).

The deepest core (KS 09), taken at a depth of 4453 m, consists of pelagic clay containing only traces of calcareous nanoplankton (Appendix Table 2). The shallowest core (KS 08) gives us some
indications about the lysocline. The core (Fig. 2, Appendix Table 1) which consists (in its upper part) of calcareous mud relatively rich (< 35%) in well preserved planktonic foraminifera, has been taken close to the lysocline level. Thus the lysocline might be close to 4000 m at that site.

In the Tapu Basin (Figs. 1, 3) no core has been taken. Surface sediments were however obtained during the CNEXO cruise Techno 8 (Appendix Table 1). The sediments sampled were associated with nodule sampling. They were taken at depths from 4690 to 4852 m. Although they are concentrated on the northeastern, they give an idea of the sedimentary facies of the Tapu Basin edge of the basin. The studied sediments are essentially pelagic clay, rich in hydroxides (< 40%) and zeolites (< 15%) and poor in calcareous particles (Appendix Table ). Three samples, however, taken around 4750 m water depth contain from 5 to 30% of calcareous nanoplankton. Thus the CCD might be deeper than 4750 m. In fact, during a recent cruise in the easternmost part of the Tapu Basin, we were able to test this hypothesis and to show that the CCD there is very close to 4900 m (SONNE cruise 06.1, unpublished report).

The Aitutaki-Tonga areas (Figs. 4, 5) were surveyed by the ORSTOM Moumea group. The first one is located in the southern part of Penrhyn Basin, between Manihiki Plateau and the Cook Islands. The location of these stations was chosen to complete a preliminary survey carried out in 1976 over the same area by the CCOP/SPOAC Technical Secretariat and the Cook Islands Government.

Other samples were obtained in the southern part of the Samoa Basin, between 20 and 25° S, near the Tonga trench.

The Aitutaki area, located between the Manihiki Plateau, the Society Islands and the Southern Cook Islands (Figs. 2, 5) presents an interesting sediment distribution pattern. Between 4700 and 4800 m water depth, pelagic clays are dominant, but still contain calcareous particles (foraminifera = 1-3%; nannofossils = 1-10%).

At greater depths, the pelagic clays do not contain any more calcareous particles. This shows that the CCD in this area is close to 4800 m or even deeper. Consequently, we propose a CCD level between 4800 and 5000 m.

Considering the pelagic clay composition, we may add that it is enriched in hydroxides (10-25%) and zeolites (5-15%; Appendix Tables 4, 5) around 5000 m water depth (Appendix Table 1). There are two major facies within the Aitutaki area: a pelagic clay rich in zeolites and bearing volcanic glass and siliceous debris, and a pelagic clay relatively rich in siliceous debris and bearing zeolites and volcanic glass. The first one characterizes the area extending north of 13° S. Zeolites are particularly abundant (10-25%) and of relatively large size (< 63 m) and abundance (< 3%). Furthermore,

1 CCOP/SOPAC: Committee for co-ordination of joint prospecting for mineral resources in South Pacific Offshore areas.
this facies is richer than the previous one in radiolarians (5-10%; ex. GT. 204, 211, 213, Appendix Table 4) but much poorer in volcanic glass (< 1%).

Near the Tonga Trench (= 23° S; Fig. 5), sediments differ in an obvious way from those of the Aitutaki area by their relative richness in volcanic glass (10-25%) and siliceous debris (< 10%). This increase in siliceous debris probably reflects relative increase in the oceanic fertility.

Evolution of Nodule Distribution and Composition
With Respect To Water Depth And Topography

During TRANS PAC cruises (I and II), only few nodules (≈ 3 kg/m²) were recovered from the Marquesas and Tuamotu areas (Pautot and Hoffert, 1974). However, in the light of our first observations (Pautot and Hoffert, 1974; Pautot and Melguen, 1975, 1976) we suggested that the presence of nodules seemed to be related to the following conditions:

- an old oceanic crust (up to 15 my),
- a moderate thickness of sedimentary cover (less than 100 m),
- a water depth close to the CCD,
- a smooth bathymetry.

In order to substantiate these tentative observations, as well as to define more closely the general relationship between the density and grade of nodules and their oceanic environment, we have studied much new data in each of the areas mentioned. Several hundreds of samples have been taken by the CNEXO/SLN Group and AFERNOD around the Tuamotu Archipelago, the Marquesas Archipelago, along the Marquesas fracture zone, in the Tapu and the Tiki Basins. Location of these samples, density and composition of nodules are not presented here because they are still under industrial secret. We show the evolution of nodule density (concentration on the sea floor) and grade (metal content) with increasing water depth. Nodule abundance was determined using both the weight of the nodules recovered by free-fall grabs and the abundance observed on bottom photographs.

Tuamotu-Marquesas Area (Fig. 1)
The general distribution of nodule abundance with respect to water depth (Fig. 9) in the whole Tuamotu-Marquesas area shows obvious trends.

First of all, no nodules have been found between 0 and 3900 m. Secondly, a decrease of abundance seems to appear at water depths greater than 5000 m. One may note, however, that only very few samples have been taken at such water depth in this area.

High nodule abundance occurs between 4000 m and 5000 m water depth (Fig. 9) with maximum abundance (up to 10 kg/m²) between 4350 and 4900 m water depth. As the samples are coming from an extensive
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Fig. 9: Nodule abundance versus water depth in the whole Tuamotu-Marquesas area. 1, 2, 3, 4 represent values from four different CNEXO cruises.

area, it is difficult to determine in more detail distribution patterns.

Tiki-Marquesas Area (Figs. 1, 2)

As in the previous area, high nodule abundance is found between 4000 and 5000 m water depth (Fig. 10). South of the Marquesas fracture zone, the nodule distribution is, however, different from that encountered north of this zone. In the Tiki Basin, south of the Marquesas fracture zone, the highest nodule abundances have been found between 4000 m and 4350 m water depth (Fig. 1). North of the Marquesas fracture zone, highest densities are found at greater water depth (4500-4900 m). Above and below these water levels, the nodule abundance decreases drastically.

This analysis underlines some interesting observations:
- in a given morphostructural location, a preferential water depth is associated with the maximum abundance of nodules,
- the nodules are distributed through a range of water depth of about 300 or 400 meters,
- maximum values of abundance are situated in the lower part of this range.
Fig. 10. Nodule abundance versus water depth in the Tiki Basin and North of the Marquesas fracture zone. 1: north of the Marquesas fracture zone; 2: south of the Marquesas fracture zone; 3: zones of highest density south and north of the fracture zone.

Ni and Cu grade do not show the same type of correlation with water depth (Fig. 11 and 12). In the depth interval (4000-4350 m) where nodules are the most abundant, Ni and Cu grade is very scattered. High Ni grade (i.e. about 1.5%) is found between 4100 and 4400 m water depth. There may be an ill-defined trend with a maximum around 4350 m. In this case, maximum abundance values and maximum Ni content are in concordance near 4350 m.

Concerning the distribution of Cu content at increasing water depth, we may also note that the highest values (about 1%) are also scattered between 4000 and 4350 m (Fig. 12), but with a swarm of values around 4300 m.

In brief, the preferential depth for nodule exploration in the Tiki Basin seems to be 4350 m. At this depth, the highest values of nodule abundance and grade converge.

Aitutaki Area (Figs. 4, 5)

Nodule abundance presents a clear maximum between 4800 and 5200 m water depth (Fig. 13) where nodule concentration varies from 5 to
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Fig. 11. Nodule composition (= Ni concentration) versus water depth in the Tiki Basin. Highest grade is comprised between 4000 and 4350 m.

25 kg/m². Below 5200 m, this concentration decreases markedly. Consequently, the 4800-5200 m depth range appears as being the preferential depth for nodule distribution in the Aitutaki area.

We may note (Fig. 14) that Ni content increases (0.2-1.1%) with increasing water depth, and that Cu values exhibit the same tendency to enrichment with increasing water depth but present lower grade (0.2-0.7%, Fig. 15). Co grade shows no correlation with water depth and presents its highest value at 4800 m and at 5200 m water depth (Fig. 16).

In brief, no concordance appears between maximum nodule abundance and maximum grade in the Aitutaki area.

Tapu Basin (Figs. 1, 3)
The Tapu Basin was studied first on a regional scale and then on a more detailed one.

The regional study being focused on a small area characterized by a relatively constant water depth, we were not able to show a general pattern concerning the nodule distribution in the Tapu Basin. However, it appears that nodule concentrations show great variations (0-10 kg/m²) and are very scattered within a water depth interval of 200 m (4800-5000 m; Fig. 17). In this interval the Ni + Cu concen-
Fig. 12. Nodule composition (= Cu concentration) versus water depth in the Tiki Basin. Highest grade is comprised between 4000 and 4350 m.

The detailed study was carried out around 70° S and 146° W on the flank of the Tapu Basin, along two crossing traverses. One hundred free-fall grabs were made on each traverse (NS and EW) with a mean spacing of 300 to 500 m.

The stations are regularly spaced on each traverse. In order to simplify the representation of the relationship existing between the nodule distribution and the bottom topography, only the depth of the free-fall grab stations were reported (Figs. 19, 20). Station depths were then joined to each other by a straight line. We thus obtained a schematic representation of the topography along both traverses of the "cross".

The purpose of this detailed study was to compare the nodule characteristics with two associated important factors of the oceanic environment: the depth and the topography of the ocean floor.

Depth and topography of the ocean floor. Mean depth is 4900 m with highs shallower than 4700 m and deeps around 5100 m (Figs. 19, 20). Morphology is smoother and rounder on the NS profile than on the EW profile (Figs. 19, 20). One can distinguish sharp reliefs, rounded hills, perched plateaus, rough relief, valleys.

Nodule abundance along both profiles (Figs. 19, 20A). Nodule
Fig. 13. Nodule abundance versus water depth in the Aitutaki area. 1: data from Landmesser et al. (1976); 2: ORSTOM/CNEXO data. Highest densities between 4800 and 5200 m.

abundance (in areas where they are present) generally varies from 2.5 kg/m² to 5.0 kg/m² (Figs. 19, 20).

Nodules are rare:
- on steep flanks of hills,
- on low and smooth areas.

Greater abundance is noted:
- on gentle slopes of hills,
- on perched plateaus and in area of rough relief.

The relationship existing between abundance and topography is much clearer along the North-South Profile than along the East-West Profile (Figs. 19, 20).

Nodule grade along both profiles (Figs. 19, 20G). Mean concentrations of Ni + Cu in this area varies from 1.8% to 2.0%. Values are scattered along both profiles, without showing a clear correlation with the topography (Figs. 19, 20). On rough topographic features, however, the nodule grade is lower than along gentle slopes.

A profile of stations elsewhere in Tapu Basin (same area) was analyzed by V. Rendard (person. commun.) in order to evaluate the relationship between the bottom morphology and the grade of transition elements (Fig. 21). This approach, element by element, is more refined than the previous one, in which Ni and Cu content was taken as a whole. Figure 21 clearly shows a positive correlation between
Cu grade and topographic lows. The Ni grade is less well correlated with depressed features. Co grade appears opposed to the Cu grade, with higher values on topographic highs. Mn grade appears to follow the same variations as Cu and Ni grade. The enrichment in Cu in topographic lows might be related either to the general enrichment of the nodules in Mn oxides, or to the presence of todorokite which incorporates selectively Ni, Cu and Mn in deep water areas (Cronan and Tooms, 1969; Cronan, 1977).

Fig. 14. Nodule composition (= Ni concentration) versus water depth in the Aitutaki area. Highest grade near 5400 m.

Nodule size distribution along both profiles (Figs. 19, 20). By measuring the length of the major axis of the nodules, five classes were determined: class 1 (0 to 1 cm), class 2 (1 to 2 cm), class 3 (2 to 3 cm), class 4 (3 to 4 cm), class 5 (4 to 5 cm). Classes 1 and 2 are dominant and often associated (Figs. 19, 20). Homogeneous populations (1 and 2) are visible on smooth reliefs or high plateaus with one class dominant (1 or 2), and presence of other nodule types in various proportions. Largest nodules are generally found in depressed areas and valleys. Along sharp reliefs, small nodules (class 1 and 2) are dominant.

Nodule morphology along both profiles (Figs. 19, 20M). The following classification is used in this paper: mononodules, poly-nodules and debris. Mononodules are coupled or coalescent nodules. Debris which are mainly broken, flattened ovoid mononodules are
Fig. 15. Nodule composition (= Cu concentration) versus water depth in the Aitutaki area. Highest grade near 6400 m.

largely dominant in this area.

Unbroken ovoids are present on gentle hills, and irregular nodules are preferentially found on and around topographic highs. Polynodules are seldom observed.

Nodule setting and environment (from bottom photographs).
Study of bottom photographs shows that nodules are generally partially buried within the sediments. All photographs emphasize this phenomenon. Furthermore, in certain cases, one can guess the presence of nodules on the bottom only through a small mound sticking out through sediment. Some pictures even give the impression of a fossil nodule field in the process of being buried.

Discussion

In the light of the previous observations, we are now able to draw some general conclusions about the nodule abundance and grade distribution in the Central South Pacific.

First of all, nodules are generally found between 4000 m and 5200 m, and not deeper. They seem to be concentrated in a 300/400 m-thick depth interval. This interval is not everywhere the same but varies from one area to the other, as follows:
Fig. 16. Nodule composition (= Ni concentration) versus water depth in the Aitutaki area. Highest grade near 5400 m.

4000-4350 m in the Tiki Basin
4500-4800 m north of the Marquesas fracture zone,
4800-5000 m in the Tapu area,
4800-5200 m in the Aitutaki area.

Within this depth range of preferential maximum distribution exists a certain level at which abundance and grade are in good concordance. The abundance parameter is represented by a curve showing a peak in a given 300/400 m-thick interval, with maximum values at base of the peak. The grade parameter is generally represented by a straight line which exhibits a grade increasing with depth.

These two parameters may or may not be in good concordance. The abundance peak may correspond to maximum grade (like Tiki Basin around 4350 m); or the abundance peak may be situated above the maximum grade (like Aitutaki Passage around 5200 m). This conclusion contradicts the observations of Menard and Frazer (1973) for the whole Pacific Ocean.

Water depth plays obviously a major role in the distribution of manganese nodules. Topography of the sea floor appears to be, however, an important secondary factor controlling the abundance as well as the grade of nodules (Figs, 19, 20, 21).

Areas of smooth relief and gentle slopes have the highest density of nodules. Areas of sharp relief are on the contrary, unfavor-
able in terms of abundance as well as grade. Depressed areas and valleys also have low abundances but present the highest content in Cu.

Therefore, within a 200 m thick depth interval, there are secondary fluctuations which are related to the local topography and are superimposed on major ones that are linked to more regional factors controlling the sedimentary facies, such as the bottom circulation and oceanic fertility.

We have been particularly impressed by the fact that, in most of the cases, the preferential depth of nodule distribution was not only below the Benthic Front and therefore within the Pacific Bottom Water mass (Fig. 7), but generally within the depth interval separating the calcite lysocline from the Calcite Compensation Depth (CCD). The concept of the lysocline, implicit in the findings of Peterson (1966), Berger (1967), Ruddiman and Heezen (1967), was introduced to denote a surprisingly well defined facies boundary zone between well preserved and poorly preserved foraminiferal assemblages on the floor of the Atlantic Ocean (Berger, 1968), and on that of the South Pacific (Berger, 1970a, Parker and Berger, 1971). The lysocline is generally envisaged as the level at which there is a maximum change in the composition of calcareous fossil assemblages due to differential dissolution. In areas of low oceanic fertility, such
Fig. 13. Nodule composition (= Ni + Cu concentration) versus water depth in the Tapu Basin. Highest concentrations are scattered between 4700 and 5200 m.

As related to the aggressiveness of the bottom water masses, the lysocline corresponds to the "hydrographic lysoclcline" as defined by Peterson (1966).

In the Central South Pacific the lysocline is close to 4000 m (Berger, 1970b, 1971, 1976; Parker and Berger, 1971; Roth and Berger, 1975, Berger et al., 1976), and therefore well beneath the Benthic Front which marks the level at which the dissolution of foraminifera is first obvious (Berger, 1976). The sharpness of the transition zone from high to low values of carbonate varies from area to area, with a mean value of 300 m in the studied area (Berger et al., 1976). According to Berger et al. (1976), the CCD in the Tiki, Tapu and Aitutaki areas, varies between 4200 m and 5000 m (Fig. 22, a and b). Berger's values are not in complete agreement with our observations, according to which we propose the following CCD values:
- 4500 m for the Tiki Basin
- 4900 m for the Tapu Basin
- 4800-5000 m for the Aitutaki-Tonga area.

The discrepancy between the estimates of Berger et al. (1976) and ours could be explained partly by the fact that Berger et al. considered the 10% CaCO3 level as being the CCD level, and partly because the density of our data in the given areas is locally greater than Berger's.
Fig. 19. Detailed study along a west-east profile in the Tapu Basin. Relationship between water depth, topography and: nodule abundance, grade, size, morphology.
A (abundance): 1. density ≥ 5 kg/m²; 2. density comprised between 2.5 and 5 kg/m²; 3. no nodules.
G (Ni + Cu grade): 1. grade ≥ 2.0%; 2. grade comprised between 2.0 and 1.8%; 3. grade comprised between 1.8 and 1.5%.
S (size): 1 to 5. nodules size increasing from class 1 (0-1 cm) to class 5 (4-5 cm).
M (morphology): 1. nodules of ovoid shape; 2. nodules of irregular shape; 3. nodules debris; 4. coupled nodules or polynodules; 5. nodules of geoid shape.
Fig. 20. Detailed study along a north-south profile in the Tapu Basin. Relationship between water depth, topography and: nodule abundance, grade, size, morphology.

A (abundance): 1. density > 5 kg/m²; 2. density comprised between 2.5 and 5 kg/m²; 3. no nodules.

G (Ni + Cu grade): 1. grade > 2.0%; 2. grade comprised between 2.0 and 1.2%; 3. grade comprised between 1.8 and 1.5%.

S (size): 1 to 5. nodules size increasing from class 1 (0-1 cm) to class 5 (4-5 cm).

M (morphology): 1. nodules of ovoid shape; 2. nodules of irregular shape; 3. nodule debris; 4. coupled nodules or polynodules; 5. nodules of geoïd shape.
Fig. 21. Detailed study by V. Renard (pers. commun.) of the relationship between topography and nodule grade (Cu, Ni, Mn, Co content) within the Tapu Basin.

Conclusion

Our hypothesis concerning the nodule distribution is based mainly on our CCD estimates. We conclude that in the Central South Pacific, manganese nodules are found within a preferential depth interval, between the hydrographic lysocline and the calcite compensation depth, and that they are concentrated within a very specific sedimentary facies, called the "N-facies" (Fig. 22c).

This so-called "N-facies" or "nodule-rich facies" corresponds to the "R-facies" defined by Berger (1976) as being a residual facies greatly enriched in dissolution-resistant foraminifera species. Bottom Water Circulation and carbonate dissolution seem to be the major controlling factors of this distribution, while bottom topography appears to play a secondary role.

This conclusion dealing with the Marquesas-Tonga area in the South Pacific might not be applicable, for example, to the Clarion-Clipperton area in the North Pacific.
Fig. 22. a) fluctuations of the CCD levels (in meters) in the whole Pacific Ocean. 1. Tapu Basin; 2. Tiki Basin; 3. Aitutaki-Tonga area. After Berger et al. (1976).

b) distribution of CaCO₃ content in the sediment at increasing water depth, after Berger et al. (1976); 1. Tiki Basin area 2 on Fig. 22a; 2. Tapu Basin, area 1 on Fig 22a.

c) Model of foram dissolution facies (lysocline and CCD) in a N-S profile through the central Pacific (after Berger, 1976). The "N-facies" or "nodules-rich facies" corresponds to the "R-facies" (residual facies greatly enriched in resistant foraminifera species) of Berger (1976, p. 313).
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